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Exploring the Relationship to Citizenship for Immigrant Women
A Look at Civic, Political and Economic Participation

Civic engagement enables immigrant women to develop a sense of citizenship

What you need to know

What is this research about?

The practice of civic engagement is often
considered to be an alternative form of
political action for immigrants. It is thought
to also contribute to their political
socialization. However, we still know very
little about how the civic engagement of
immigrants interacts with other forms of
participation and how it affects their more
formal political practice and their
relationship with citizenship. In Montreal,
immigrant women make up a large portion
of those involved in civil society
organizations.

Taking as a starting point the civic engagement of immigrant
women as a form of the exercise of their citizenship, we
analyze the relationship with politics and citizenship that they
develop through various forms of participation in society. The
research brings forward the importance of distinguishing
between citizenship as a status and citizenship as a practice
contributing to the construction of citizens. It addresses the
interactions between the civic, political and economic
participation of immigrant women and brings to light the role
of each in the construction of the citizenship of immigrants.

How was the research carried out?
The material analyzed consists mainly of semi-structured interviews of 28 immigrant women who are or have been
involved in more than 50 civil society organizations in Montreal. The interviews touched upon their engagement activities,
the relationship with politics that they developed through these activities and the way they understand their own
citizenship.
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What have we learned from the research?

How can you use this research?

The engagement of the women we met is found in
various contexts. Most of the activities practiced are
relatively far removed from institutions and the formal
political domain. In general, the participants do not
associate their civic engagement with an alternative form
of political participation. We see that the activities of
engagement are very often geared towards economic
integration and act as pre-employment. For the
participants in the study, these activities represent a
defense strategy against economic exclusion. Gainful
employment, more than civic engagement, allows the
women we met to demand a more meaningful
citizenship.
The political socialization approach suggests that social
relations that are developed within the framework of
activities of engagement rarely allow the participants to
develop opinions or behaviours which have political
relevance in the formal sense. However, a form of
socialization which belongs to the area of gender
equality clearly takes place. Hence, the practice of civic
engagement can activate interests and intentions
leading to involvement in initiatives promoting equal
opportunities for women.

The analyses proposed explore the current significance
of citizenship in Canada. They show that economic
exclusion is seen as a form of exclusion from citizenship
which is more important than political exclusion. The
political meaning of the civic engagement of immigrants,
and its connection with citizenship, cannot be studied
without regard to the perspective of economic inclusion.
These analyses pave the way for more extensive studies
on the links between economic and political citizenship
among immigrants in Canada. The institutional
approach, which analyzes the role of policies and
modes of governance of immigration, seems particularly
indicated for the development of this important
knowledge.

The participants consider the substantive aspects of
their citizenship (identity/belonging, participation) more
than they do the more formal aspects (status and
associated political rights), regardless of their status. The
analyses show the importance given by the participants
to equal access to the conditions for the exercise of full
citizenship (including access to gainful employment)
rather than to the acquisition of a legal status. They have
largely included the notion of economic integration in the
conceptualization of their own citizenship.

Who is leading this research?
Alexandra Charette, PhD, postdoctoral researcher and
project manager for the Montreal BMRC-IRMU network.
She has expertise in the areas of immigrant housing,
homelessness and integration and citizenship studies.
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